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Abstract—Accurate and precise pedestrian detection play a major role in analyzing and understanding its behavior. Pedestrian recognition is a challenging task due to body deformation, weather, and lighting conditions variations. Various techniques combine feature extraction with support vector machine. However, deep Convolutional Neural Networks (i.e, CNNs) achieved promising results in various recognition tasks. Although, CNNs require large databases and expensive computations, it can outperform other algorithms more accurately. In this paper, we proposed a deep learning technique for automatic pedestrian recognition based on image normalization and CNN architecture. The proposed architecture learns pedestrian representation adaptively to achieve efficient recognition with higher accuracy and lower pre-processing time. The experimental results show that the proposed technique out performs conventional methods superiorly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Object detection, tracking and classification have many applications in surveillance and monitoring systems. In intelligent transportation systems (i.e., ITS) object detection can be applied for pedestrian recognition, vehicle classification, traffic sign and lane detection. Pedestrian recognition has been one of the core research areas in traffic surveillance for a long period of time, since it provides valuable information for event detection and behavior understanding [1]. Image processing and computer vision are widely applied in detection and recognition applications. The quality of image or video together with human body deformation, lighting and weather conditions are the main challenges in pedestrian recognition. Pedestrian image may vary in shape, color, pose and orientation according to its motion and behavior. Moreover, the presence of multiple pedestrian in a single scene may raise the challenge of occlusion and real time processing [1], [2].

Many research activities focus on pedestrian detection and recognition. Most of them utilize either motion segmentation combined with template matching or descriptive feature extraction followed by machine learning like support vector machine [3], [4]. Pedestrian recognition using color histogram matching was discussed in [5], by extracting color histograms from three horizontal partitions of the human image. Color features was used to model human body over the principle axis in [6], in which locating the principal axis was affected by cluttered background and crowded scenes. In [6], deformable part-based detectors were investigated. Many researchers explore the variation in part modelling and deformation, while major efforts were focused on discriminative low-level features. Discriminative feature extraction increases object diversity and improve discrimination and recognition quality. Thus, pedestrian detection and recognition with richer and higher dimensional representations become easier and provide better results. A large set of features have been discussed in the literature (i.e., edge, color, texture, local shape features, and covariance features) [7]-[15]. The improvement in recognition performance depends on the growth in feature diversity. Recently, a variety of discriminative features have been used in pedestrian detection like Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (i.e., SIFT), speeded up Robust Features (i.e., SURF), Histogram of Oriented Gradient (i.e., HOG) and Haar-like features [16], [17]. Each of them has its own limitations and drawbacks. Advanced techniques like deep convolutional neural networks (i.e., DCNN) form a hot area of research for pedestrian detection and recognition that have a promising future.

In this paper, we have proposed a pedestrian detection and recognition technique that distinguish pedestrian from other types of road users such as car, bus, and bicycle. The proposed technique takes advantage of recent progresses in deep convolutional neural networks (i.e., DCNN) that can learn unique pedestrian features quickly and accurately. Images from data set are resized into fixed scale, normalized by zero-centered mean with unity standard deviation and feed into the proposed DCNN to identify pedestrian from non-pedestrian.

Generally, the proposed technique has five linear convolutional layers and each one is followed by Rectified Non-Linear (i.e., ReLU) layers. The max pooling layers follow all convolutional layers except the third layer. Sigmoid activation function at the last layer of the cascaded feature extraction.

This paper will be arranged as follows. Section II presents Deep Convolutional Neural Network and the proposed deep learning architecture. Next, the experimental results of the proposed technique with the analysis and discussion are presented in section III. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section IV.

II. DEEP CONVOLUTION A NETWORK

Convolutional Neural Network (i.e., CNN) is a supervised machine learning technique that is inspired by the human brain and neurons. In 1989 and 1990 Yann LeCun et al., [8]
introduced several aspects of modern CNNs, such as feature maps, sub-sampling, and shared weights. Since then several modifications and improvements have been proposed in the literature at the expense of computational complexity that require special hardware.

Deep learning models achieve non-linearity using an activation function. It is applied after each convolutional layer. Many CNN architectures use rectified linear unit (ReLU):

$$f(x) = \max(0, x)$$  

Other CNN architectures may employ sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent as an activation function as shown in equations 2, and 3 respectively:

$$f(x) = \sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}}$$  

$$f(x) = \tanh(x) = \frac{2}{1+e^{-2x}} - 1$$

Convolutional layer performs feature map extraction by convolving a set of kernels with the layer input using specific kernel function. For each layer $l$, the input $x_i$ to the $ith$ feature map is convolved with a kernel $w_{ij}^l$ of a specific size and substituted in the activation function to get the output as:

$$x_i^l = f \left( \sum_j w_{ij}^l \cdot x_j^{l-1} \right)$$

In this paper, gray scale images are used, thus the inputs and the feature map are both two dimensional with size of $W \times H$. The hyperparameters of a convolutional layer are the number of kernels, stride and kernel sizes. Each input image of size $W \times H$ is convolved with $N$ kernels of size $W_k \times H_k$ and a stride $S$ will produce an output feature map of size $W_o \times H_o$ where $W_o = (W - W_k)/S + 1$ and $H_o = (H - H_k)/S + 1$.

The output of the previous step may contain repetition or redundant information. Thus, a pooling layer is used to eliminate redundant information from the feature maps. Usually, max pooling average pooling or L2-norm pooling is used after convolutional layer. It is applied on an $n \times n$ regions with the feature map. Depending on the kernel and stride size $S$ it can be either overlapping or not as shown in Fig. 1. To make it clear, pooling layers can help to reduce over fitting and exclude redundant since it reduces the number of parameters as well as the size of the feature maps.
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Fig. 1. Example of $2 \times 2$ max pooling with a stride of 2 and stride of 1.

Fully-connected layers are used as final layers in CNNs. The last layer outputs the estimations. Multi-class networks use soft-max classifier in the final layer while binary classification is done using the sigmoid function. Same as regular neural networks, the computational units in a fully-connected layer are connected to every unit of the previous layer. Unlike convolutional and pooling layers fully-connected layers are one-dimensional.

### III. PROPOSED DEEP LEARNING NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The main contribution of this paper is a deep learning technique for automatic pedestrian recognition based on image normalization and DCNN architecture that will enhance the object detection services (i.e., recognition accuracy). The flow diagram of the proposed technique can be described by Fig. 2.
To make it clear, the proposed technique is based on two of parallel and sequential steps, which are partially automated: Step 1, obtaining an appropriate dataset that contain pedestrian and non-pedestrian. Step 2, the selected images are resized, normalized and feed into the proposed DCNN to achieve pedestrian recognition.

The data set used in this paper was taken from MIO-TCD classification dataset [18], it contains 6156 pedestrian images from a total of 648,959 images of various categories and sizes. Images are colored and contain objects (pedestrian and Non-pedestrian) with different sizes, poses and orientations. A total of 3100 images were selected from the data set, 1550 Pedestrian and 1550 Non-pedestrian images as shown in Fig. 3.

CNN require an equally sized input images, thus all images are resized into 128×128 pixel. To make sure that the features are zero-centered and have a unity standard deviation, standardization method is applied to normalize images by subtracting the mean from each pixel and then dividing by standard deviation as:

\[
I = \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma}
\]

where, \(\mu\) is the mean and \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation of each image. In other words, the mean and standard deviation are computed over the training set and the same values are used for normalizing the test set. Standardization ensures that the features are zero-centered and have a standard deviation of 1 [11], [18], [19].

The proposed DCNN architecture contains 4 convolutional layers and 2 fully-connected layers as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. After the first, second and forth convolution layers, contrast normalization, pooling, and nonlinear function are applied, while the output of the third convolution layers is directly feed into the forth layer.

The first convolutional layer applies 32 filters of size 7×7, followed by a max 2×2 pooling layer. The second convolutional layer has 64 filters with a size of 5×5, followed by a max 2×2 pooling layer. The third convolutional layer has 128 filters with a size of 5×5 followed by the forth convolutional layer has 256 filters with the same kernel size as previous layer. After that a 2×2 max pooling is applied again. The output of the convolution layer is reshaped as a feature vector and fed to the fully-connected layers. The output layer has a single unit in the classification task to predict whether an image is pedestrian or not. The parameters of the described layers are illustrated in Table I.

To evaluate the pedestrian recognition, the true positive rate (TPR), Recall and Precision are defined as:

\[
TPR = \frac{\text{Number of correctly recognized pedestrian}}{\text{Total Number of Pedestrian}}
\]

\[
TNR = \frac{\text{Number of incorrectly recognized pedestrian}}{\text{Total Number of non-Pedestrian}}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{True positive + False Positive}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{True positive + False negative}}
\]

The confusion matrices for both networks are shown in Table II and Table III. It is clear from the obtained results that the classification accuracy is improved by using image normalization. It achieves a true positive rate of 94.9% and true negative rate of 94.6%, while the true positive and negative rates without normalization were 92.6% and 91.1% respectively. Hence, image normalization improves the true positive rate by 2.3%, while true negative rate was improved by 3.5%, which indicate a more accurate discrimination.
Precision and Recall result for both Networks are shown in Table IV below. Before image normalization the proposed DCNN architecture achieves 0.9123 precision and 0.9265 recall. After adding image normalization, the precision increase to 0.9465 and the recall rise to 0.9490. The improvement in precision due to image normalization is 3.42%, which is higher than the improvement in recall that is only 2.43%.

To compare the results with the state of the art, HOG feature Descriptor combined with support vector machine classifier was used. The Confusion matrix for HOG descriptor using SVM is shown in Table V. The TPR is 90.6% and TNR is 88.9%.

Table VI compare the proposed DCNN architecture against HOG descriptor with SVM. The proposed architecture with image normalization achieves the best precision and recall of 0.9547 and 0.9490 respectively. While moderate precision and recall of 0.9123 and 0.9265 were achieved without image normalization as compared to the standard HOG descriptor with SVM which achieve the lowest precision and recall of 0.8909 and 0.9065 respectively. Thus, the proposed technique provides better results with 2.14% higher Precision and 2% higher Recall without image normalization. On the other hand, image normalization raises the Precision and Recall against HOG descriptor with SVM by 6.38% and 4.25% respectively.

The use of bicycles and motorcycles in the non-pedestrian dataset is the main reason for incorrect recognition in both pedestrian and non-pedestrian cases. This is due to the fact that a human body forms a major part of such objects. Thus,
incorrect pedestrian recognition occurs if the lower part of the pedestrian is not clear and recognized as a bike. On the other hand, if the bike body is not clear enough, the motorist (bike rider) can be misclassified as a pedestrian. Fig. 7 below shows some examples of image results for correct and incorrect pedestrian recognition.

(a) Correctly recognized as pedestrian
(b) Incorrectly recognized as pedestrian
(c) Correctly recognized as pedestrian
(d) Incorrectly recognized as pedestrian
(e) Correctly recognized as non-pedestrian
(f) Incorrectly recognized as non-pedestrian
(g) Correctly recognized as non-pedestrian
(h) Incorrectly recognized as non-pedestrian

Fig. 7. Examples of correct and incorrect recognition.

V. CONCLUSION

Pedestrian recognition in the images is a challenging work due to body deformation, weather, and lighting conditions variations. In this paper, we have proposed deep learning technique for automatic pedestrian recognition based on zero-centered image normalization and Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) architecture to improve the object recognition accuracy. In the proposed technique, the object is detected and then the detected object under different conditions can be accurately classified (i.e., Pedestrian, Non-Pedestrian). The proposed architecture learns pedestrian representation adaptively to achieve efficient recognition with better discrimination, higher accuracy and lower preprocessing time. The experimental results show that the proposed technique outperforms conventional methods superiorly.
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